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Mathematical morphology is a theory on morphological transformations which 
form the basic components for a number of algorithms in quantitative image 
analysis. In this paper we present an overview of the basic principles of 
mathematical morphology, and initiate a generalization of the theory by taking 
the object space to be an arbitrary complete lattice. 

I. PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY 

1.1. Introduction 
A person who comes into touch with image processing for the very first time 
will probably be overwhelmed by the enormous amount of literature that 
appears every year, and it is not unlikely that he or she will be deterred by the 
dispersion which characterizes the field. A first branch, which is beyond the 
scope of this paper, originates from classical signal analysis, and its basic tools 
are convolution and (Fourier, Karhunen-Loeve) filtering methods. Most of the 
operations are linear and sometimes even reversible, which means that its per
formance is not attended with loss of information. For a rather complete 
account of this approach we refer to ROSENFELD and KAK [ 11 ]. A second 
branch in image processing is formed by mathematical morphology, a some
what axiomatic theory containing elements of integral geometry, stereometry 
and stochastic geometry. 

Essentially, mathematical morphology is a theory on morphological transfor
mations and functionals, which, if chosen properly, make it possible to meas
ure useful geometric features of images. The main body of the theory was 
developed at the Centre of the Paris School of Mines at Fontainebleau in 
France, and its success is due in part to the fact that the theoretical research 
kept pace with the development of an image analysis system, called the 'tex
ture analyser'. The books of MATHERON [9) and SERRA [12) (see also [1,3)) pro
vide a complete overview of the theory of mathematical morphology, the main 
idea of which is captured by the following quotation from the Preface of [12): 
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'The notion of a geometrical structure, or texture, is not purely 
objective. It does not exist in the phenomenon itself, n?r in the 
observer, but somewhere in between the two. Mathematical mor
phology quantifies this intuition by introducing_ the con~ept of 
structuring elements. Chosen by the morpholog1st, they interact 
with the object under study, modifying its shape and reducing it to 
a sort of caricature which is more expressive than the actual initial 
phenomenon ... ' 

A morphological transformation of an image (a subset of !Rn or zn) is 
obtained by taking in a prescribed manner unions and intersections of a 
number of translates of this set and its complement. The collection of transla
tion vectors involved constitutes the so-called structuring element. In practice 
one can reveal certain geometrical information about objects by sequential 
application of morphological transformations involving cleverly chosen struc
turing elements: it is clear that the number of possibilities is unlimited. 

An important feature of (nontrivial) morphological transformations is their 
irreversibility: the transformed image contains less information than the origi
nal one. Or in mathematical terms: morphological transformations are not 
injective. 

In the discrete case morphological transformations bear much resemblance 
to cellular automata (or cellular logic) transformations. Such transformations 
are performed by giving each pixel a new state depending on its old state and 
the old state of its neighbours: see [ 4,1 O]. An implicit consequence of the 
specific structure of a morphological transformation, which is of great practical 
value, is that one can use the build-in parallelism of the computer. 

This paper consists of two parts. In the first part we survey some of the basic 
theory, whereas in the second part we indicate how this theory can be general
ized to complete lattices. In the following section we present the basic transfor
mations of mathematical morphology, namely dilation, erosion, closing and 
opening. The step from the continuous to the discrete space, involving the digi
talization of images, can be justified if one can supply the continuous object 
space (whose elements are sets) with a topology. The introduction of a topol
ogy also enables one to prove robustness of transformations. In Section 1.3 we 
present such a topology. At that place we also discuss the basic principles, 
which, according to Serra's philosophy, define the morphological transforma
tions. These principles include translation invariance and semi-continuity. At 
the end of Section 1.3, we formulate some mathematical questions raised by 
these principles. Together with the inborn impulse of any mathematician to 
generalize whatever he can lay hands on, these questions have been our main 
motivation to strive for a more axiomatic algebraic approach. 

Such an algebraic approach is initiated in Part 2. There the basic assumption 
is that the underlying object space forms a complete lattice. In Section 2.1 we 
survey the relevant results of lattice theory. In Section 2.2 we give an abstract 
definition of dilation and erosion: this definition depends on the choice of a 
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commutative automorphism group on the lattice (being the generalization of 
the translation group on !Rn or Z" ). Under some extra assumptions we can give 
a complete characterization of dilations and erosions. MAHIERON [9] has 
proved that every increasing translation invariant transformation can be writ
ten as an intersection of dilations. or equivalently, as a union of erosions. In 
Section 2.3 we prove an abstract version of this theorem. Finally, in Section 
2.4, we speculate about what has to be done in the future. 

1.2. Dilation and erosion, closing and opening 
Throughout this section, let E be the Euclidean space ~" or the discrete space 
Z". Essential is that E is a commutative group. Let '}(£) be the space of all 
subsets of E. A binary image can be represented by a subset X of E. We call X 
the object and '}(£) the object space. If X C E and h EE then we denote by Xh 
the translate of X along h: 

Xh = {x +h :xEX}. 

If X, Y c E then we say that X hits Y, xn Y, if X n Yi= 0. Let A be an arbi
trary subset of £. The dilation of a set X by the element A is defined by 

XEBA = {hEE:Ah~X}. 
The erosion of X by A is defined by 

X8A = {hEE:AhCX}. 

We call A the structuring element. It is an easy exercise to show that the dila
tion of an image gives the same result as the erosion of its background, i.e. 

. . 
(XEBA)' = X"8A. 

Here X" denotes the complement of X. We say that dilation and erosion are 
complementary (or dual) operations. Let the Minkowski addition EB and sub
traction 8 of two sets X, Y CE respectively be given by 

XEBY = LJXv 
)'~ y 

Then we have the following relationships: 

XEBA XEBA 

X8A XGA, 

where A = -A = { - a :a EA}. The incredulous reader may verify this. Typi-
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ea! properties of dilation are 
I • 

(i) (X$A )h = Xh $A, 
. . 

(ii) (LJX;)$A = LJ(X;EBA) 
i • I i, I 

where I is an arbitrary finite or infinite index set, and X; C E, i E /. Thus dilation is distributive with respect to union and invariant under translation. Simi
lar properties hold for erosion 

(i) (X9A )h = xh eA. 
(ii) ( nx;)9A = n<X,9A). 

;. I i • I 

A 

dilation of X by A erosion of X by A 

FIGURE 1. Dilation and erosion in the continuous case 
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dilation of X by A erosion of X by A 

FIGURE 2. Dilation and erosion in the discrete case 

• points which belong to X 

o points which belong to XEBA but not to X 
, 

points which belong to X but not to X8A 

The underlining in A denotes the location of the origin. 
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One can easily prove the following algebraic relations: 

(XE9A )E9B XE9(A ffiB) 

(X8A )8B X8(A ffiB) 

X ffi (A U B) "-' ( X ffi A ) U (,l( ffi B ) 

X8(A UB) (X8A )n(X8B). 

These relations have the important practical implication that dilations and ero
sions with a structuring element which is too large to be handled by the 
hardware at one stage can be decomposed. Although it is true that dilation 
and erosion have a very simple algebraic structure. their importance is enor
mous. Perhaps this is most dearly illustrated by a theorem of MATHERON [9] 
which 1,ve state below. But first we give some definitions. 

Let 'It be a mapping from the object space''\'(£) into itself. We say that 'It is 
increasing if 

X c Y ='l'(X) C 'It( Y). 

Note that dilation and erosion are mcreasmg transformations. We call o/ 
translution invariant if 

o/(Xh) = (o/(X))h, 

for every XCE and hEE. The complementary (or dual) mapping o/' of o/ 1s 
defined by 

o/' (X) = (o/(JC ))'. 

The kernel '\·of a mapping o/ is defined by 

·\ = (ACE :OE'lt(A) }. 

The kernel of the dual mapping o/' is denoted by '\ •. 

MATHERON's THEOREM. Leto/: '.'P(£)__,.'.'i'(£) be an increasing, translation invari
ant mapping. Then 

o/(X) = LJ (X8A) = n (XffiA ), 
A, \ A,'\" 

for eve~1· X C E 

Note that the second equality follows from the first by duality. In Section 2.3 
we shall prove an abstract version of Matheron's Theorem. 

Two important increasing, translation invariant transformations on '.'P(E) are 
the closing and the opening. The closing and the opening of a set X by a struc
turing element A are respectively defined by 
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XA = (XEBA )8A 

XA = (X8A )EBA. 

Closing and opening are complementary transformations. Some straightfor
ward manipulations show that for every X C E: 

xA cxcxA, 
i.e., closing is an extensive operation whereas opening is anti-extensive. Further
more, both operations are idempotem: 

(XA f = XA, (XA )A - {4 · 

Morphological transformations which are increasing and idempotent are 
sometimes called morphological filters or M-filters. Note the analogy with the 
ideal band-pass filter from classical signal analysis. 

__ _r-·· -1 
--------- () 

A 

closing of X by A opening of X by A 

FIGURE 3. Closing and opening in the continuous case 

We conclude this section by indicating an application of the opening. This 
operation makes it possible to define size distributions. This goes roughly as 
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follows. An object built up of several smaller and larger isolated grains is put 
through a sequence of smaller and smaller sieves. Then a size distribution of X 
is given hy the function r->area(X,A ), where A is a compact convex structuring 
dement (its shape may be chosen according to the shape of the grains). and 
r >0 is a measure for the width of the sieve. 

So far. the objects under study are considered as subsets of the continuous 
Eudidean space IW'. or the discrete space l.". Eventually. one is also interested 
in grey-valued images. Although such objects do not a priori fit into the 
framework. it is possible to extend the theory to account for them as well. 
There are at least two ways to do this. The first way is to represent each grey
valued image by a continuum of sets. the so-called cross sections. To every 
cross section one can apply the original morphological transformation. thus 
obtaining a new continuum of sets representing the transformed grey-valued 
image. The second way is to represent an image by its umbra (the graph 
together with all points in its shadow) which is a set again. To this set one can 
apply a morphological transformation yielding an umbra again. and from this 
the transformed grey-valued image is easily obtained. This is all we are going 
to say about this matter. and we refer the interested reader to Serra's book [ 12] 
and to a paper by STERNBERG [ 13]. For the rest of this paper we shall restrict 
to binary (i.e. black-white) images. 

1.3. Aforphological transformations 
From Matheron's theorem we learned that dilation and erosion are very 
important transformations. since they are the building blocks of all increasing 
translation invariant transformations on \'P(E). A moment of reflection tells us 
that they also constitute the basis for all decreasing, translation invariant map
pings. Namely. if X-><l>(X) is decreasing(i.e., XCY=><l>(Y)C<l>(X)), then the 
mapping )(-><l>(X') is increasing and Matheron's theorem yields that 

<l>(X) = LJ (X' 8A ), 
A· ·:11 

where <11 = (ACE :OE<P(A' )}. 
An example of a transformation which needs to be neither increasing nor 

decreasing is the hit-or-miss transformation. which can e.g. be used to detect 
corner points of objects. Here the structuring element consists of two com
ponents A and B. Its definition goes as follows: 

X@[A,B] -- {hEE:AhCX and BhCX'} 

We present an example in Figure 4. 
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• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 

0 • 0 • • [A,B] 
0 • 

FIGURE 4. The hit-or-miss transformation can be used to detect corner 
points.• and 0 belong to X and 0 belongs to X@[A,B]. 

The structuring element consists of a component A 
given by • and B given by 0. 

As a next step one can define the thinning x-x \ X@[A, B] and the thick
ening X-XU(X@[A,B]). The thinning and thickening operation form the 
basis for a whole collection of algorithms which transform sets into figures 
with exotic names like skeleton, homotopic pruning, skiz, and pseudo-convex hull. 
We refer the inquisitive reader to chapter XI of Serra's book. At this place it is 
important to mention that Serra works on the hexagonal grid, and that he 
chooses the structuring elements accordingly. 

The hit-or-miss transformation also forms the foundation for the definition 
of a topology on a space of subsets of E. A topology is indispensable to esti
mate errors committed in digitalizing images and to prove (or disprove) 
robustness of certain image transformations. Around 1974, G. MATHERON [9] 
and D.G. KENDALL [7], independently of each other, laid the foundations for a 
general theory of random sets, and it is not too surprising that these break
throughs have had a strong impact on the development of mathematical mor
phology. We give a very short outline of Matheron's approach. Also see [I]. 

Let E be a topological space which is locally compact, Hausdorff, and separ
able (i.e., E admits a countable base). Of course, the example we have at the 
back of our mind is E = !Rn. We shall introduce a topology, the so-called hit
or-miss topology, on <S(E), the space of all closed subsets of E, but we do not 
refrain from noting that we might as well have chosen the open subsets. Let 
K c E be compact and G c E open. We define 

6j< = {Xe§\£): XnK = 0} 

% = {Xe§\£): xnc =f. 0}. 

The hit-or-miss topology on <S(E) is defined by the base elements 
6J< n 1!f c 1 n · · · n ~Tcm, where K is compact, and G; is open, i = 1, ... , m. In 
other words, the sets 6J< and 1!fc form a subbase for the hit-or-miss topology. 
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FIGURE 5. F1 and F2 both belong to the base element~?" n ;·re, n ~T0 , 

The space ''~£) equipped with the hit-or-miss topology is compact, Hausdorff, 
and separable. Note that E is not required to be compact but only locally 
compa.:t: see MATHERON [9, Theorem 1.2. l]. A random closed set is by 
definition a random element of '.'l\.£) with the Borel a-algebra. In fact, every 
random ck)sed ~et is specified by the probability distribution p [Kn X = 0] 
where A." ranges over all compact subsets of £. 

Let if be a mapping from an arbitrary topological space S into ~\(_£). Then ..j; 
is upper-semi-continuous (u.s.c.) if for any compact set K C E, the set 
y 1 (''?') is open in S. Analogously, iJ,- is lower-semi-continuous (l.s.c.) if for any 
open set G C E, the set ~ 1 ('.re) is open in S. If the topological space S 
admits a countable base. in particular if S = '.'l\.£). then there exist some easy 
criteria for upper- and lower-semi-continuity: see [9]. [12]. For the basic 
transformations of mathematical morphology. MATHERON [9] has obtained the 
following cuntinuity results: 

(i) X -4 XEBA is continuous on :·~t:) if A is compact 

(ii) X __, X8A. X __, X1 , and X--> X4 are upper-semi-continuous if A is 
compact. 

Actually. Matheron proved a much stronger result. 
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In Ch~pter I of his book [ 12]. Serra treats at length four principles which, 
according to his philosophy. every transformation has to satisfy in order to oet 
the predicate 'morphological'. These principles, which we di~cuss below. ~re 
unmistakably inspired by practical considerations. 

The first principle, concerning translation invariance, excludes transforma
tions which require knowledge of the position of the object of interest. In 
mathematical terms: 

(1) 

Frequently, an object has to be magnified or reduced before one can work 
with it. For transformations one wants to apply, this means that they have to 
be compatible under change of scale. Denoting the transformation by 'I';..., 
where .\ is the scale parameter, we can write the second principle abstractly as 

(Il) 

where .\X = {.\x: x EX}. 
The third principle says that local knowledge of the object is sufficient to 

obtain local knowledge about the transformed image: 

Vx\fbounded z·3bounded z:['l'(X n Z)] n Z' = 'l'(X) n Z'. (III) 

Note that this definition allows that Z depends on X: in practical cases this 
will almost never occur. 

The last principle says something about stability of the transformation: 

'11 is semi-continuous with respect to the hit-or-miss topology. (IV) 

Note that this last principle implicitly assumes that 'I' maps closed sets on 
closed sets. 

The basic transformations dilation, erosion, closing and opening indeed satisfy 
the four principles if the structuring element is compact and nonempty. As far 
as the applications are concerned, these principles are quite satisfactory. But 
they also evoke a number of questions in a theoretician's mind. Let us state 
some of them. (1) Is it possible to give a complete characterization of all mor
phological transformations? Matheron's theorem only gives a partial answer to 
this question. (2) As we already mentioned, the fourth principle includes the 
assumption that the object space should be ~T<.E) instead of 6P(E). But the alge
braic structure of these two spaces are completely different (see Part 2 below). 
For example, we do not have a natural complement on ~l(E), which means in 
particular that the definition of the hit-or-miss transformation needs to be 
adapted. (3) The specific structure of dilation and erosion shows that transla
tion plays a very special role. Why is this? Can this role be assigned to 
another group operation on E, rotation for instance? Note that rotation invari
ance is not included in the four principles. 

These and other questions have motivated us to look for a more abstract 
approach, not so much because we expect new applications, but merely 
because we hope that such an approach gives a better understanding. 
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2. lo\\ ARDS . .\:-.; AHiU!RAIC APPROACH 

from !allice 1heorr 
wctiPn \\e ~urvcv ~ome of the basic results on lattices. For 

;H:uiu;ll uf 1he 1henr) w~ refer to the monographs of BIRKHOFF [2] 

,in.kring relation ~ is called a /aaice if for any finite 
,uh~et r..· \lf L the rnp~·emwn / K and injimum /,K exist. Recall that 

1~ L-.dkJ the :-.upremum of Kif x ~a for every xEK and if a~a' for 
am e>lhL'r ,u...-h ekment a'. A similar definition holds for the infimum. We 
,hall \Hill'. .1 .. r in~!e~1d of .{x.r~ and x\r instead of f\{x._i·}. It is easily 
\CC!1 that 

\ = .\" ·.; I' = )'. (2.1) 

\\ e "nil: \ ·· 1 if .1 <C; r and x f: r. A lattice L can contain at most one ele-
1111:ni \dlk·h ,,iu~tic' a~.\ f\lf all x E L. If such an element exists we denote 
it h\ i and L\ill 11 the ::cro \lf L. Similar!\. there can exist at most one element 

,u, ih.11 1 ·; h fpr all ' , L Such a~ element. if present. is called the unit 
,,, .rnd h denll!eJ h\ I. A latti\X with a zero and a unit is called hounded. 
!he k111!l\: i:-. calkd dismhwm: if 

.\ . (y .·:: l 

.\ .(_r .::) == (.\\'.l')".(X\1.:). 

(2.2a) 

(2.2.b) 

feir e\l'f\ x .. :: c: L. Let L he a hounded lattice. We say that x possesses a 
1 nf 

U. x \ r = I. (2.3) 

Ille h1iunJed Lm1ce L ''called complememed if any of its elements has a com
lt l\ ;m ea~\ e\ercise (\)show that in a bounded distributive lattice an 

1 \.',rn han· at most one rnmplement which is then denoted by x'. 

Di \iuR<iA'. ·~ IDI "n 1111 s. Let x.y he elemellts of the hounded. distributive lot-
r 11 uh .\ • and r · re.1/Jt'ctil'elr. Then x vy and x 1\y possess com-

i 1 . i· ' · r' 

.\ . ·. \' 

A <listrihuti\ e lauice is calkd a Boolean lmtice. Everv Boolean 
!.iw~·e 1.:<rn he ,\11N1.iercd a;. an algehra v. ith the binary operations ~v and /\, 
an,i thl' un.in ,1pa:1t1<1n •. <..\insidered this wav. L is called a Boolean alr..:ehro. 
In a numher pf eases the lat11Le L is ,inly 'half-~·omplemented' in the sen,·e that 
Pnh Pne uf !he rdat1t1rb in (2.J) is satisfied. A Brouwenan lauice is a lattice L 
m \\h1d1 ftlr e\er: c,1uple. a.h '" L the set {.\:a \x~h) contains a greatest 
elemenl h :<1. the rdanre pseudo-co111plc111e111 of a 111 h: he low we shall present 
an :l'\.implc, If I. i~ a Bl1l)lean lattice. then. of course. h :a = I)\' a·. In a 
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Brouwerian lattice with a zero, the element x * = O:x is called the pseudo
complement of x. Note that, by definition, x* is uniquely defined. A theorem in 
[2] says that every Brouwerian lattice is distributive. It is not hard to figure out 
how dual Brouwerian lattices should be defined. 

A lattice L is called complete if any subset K (finite or infinite) has a 
supremum and an infimum. If L is a nonempty complete lattice then one gets, 
by taking K = L, that L has a zero and a unit. It is easily deduced from (2.2) 
that in any distributive lattice L the relations 

x /\(Vi< 1x;) = V;c1(x Ax;) (2.4a) 

xV(/\e1X;) = /\d(XVX;) (2.4b) 

are valid for any finite index set /. In a complete Boolean lattice these rela
tions hold for any infinite index set as well. A lattice in which (2.4a) is valid 
for an arbitrary index set is called infinite-supremum-distributive, whereas the 
lattice is called infinite-infimum-distributive if (2.4b) holds. It is relatively easy 
to show that a complete lattice is Brouwerian if and only if it is infinite
supremum-distributive, and in that case b:a = V{x:a/\x:>;;;;b). 

Let L be a lattice with a zero. An element ~ E L is called an atom if x < ~ 
implies that x = 0. Analogously, an element f of a lattice with a unit is called 
a dual atom if f < x implies that x = 1. Atoms are denoted by Greek sym
bols and dual atoms by Greek symbols with a prime. We denote the set of all 
atoms by A. An atomic lattice is a lattice in which every element is the 
supremum of the atoms it dominates, i.e., 

x = V~.;;x~· 
Similarly, we define dually atomic lattices. 

The reader who wishes to know more about lattices and the relation with set 
theory may consult [2,5,6,8]. For those who had enough, we present some 
examples. It goes without saying that our choice is highly influenced by the 
application we have in mind. 

EXAMPLES 

(a) Let E be some nonempty set. Then '!P(E) is a complete lattice with the 
partial ordering: X ,.;;; Y if X c Y, i.e., X is included in Y. The 
supremum and infimum correspond to the union and intersection respec
tively. With the set complement qp(£) becomes a Boolean lattice. More
over, '!P(E) is atomic where the atoms are of the form { e }, where e E £. 
At this point we mention the following important general result. Every 
complete, atomic Boolean lattice L is isomorphic to the field '!l'(A), where 
A is the set of all atoms of L. 

(b) If Eis a nonempty topological space, then we denote by ~J(E) the space of 
all closed subsets of E. If we define (a 'bar' denoting closure) 

/\;EIX; = nx; 
iE/ 
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index sd I and arhitran elements X, c': ·l?_E). then ·~E) is 
!attic:: which is infinite-infimum-distrihutive. 

(i.e .. t:\ cry singleton ( e} with e .::: E is 
In thi-, case. Buu:.HOH [2] L'alls ·~£) a T 1 -

~p.ke . f 1 ,lf ,'lren ~uh~eb uf the topt)logical space E is a com-
tbtnhut1H: lJt!Ke v.hich i~ inlinite-supremum-distributive..:.. hence 

Brnum:n;m lat111:e v.ith pseudo-complement Y' =(X)'. If 
\ ". !hi.:n we call X a open set. We leave it as an exercise lo 

\en!\ that the space of all regular open subsets form~ a 
B11\1kan 

W<.' mentitm the lattice consisting of all functions f 
~d f mW the dosed in1erval [O. l]. with the pointwise ordering: 

), 'ii' / .. 

'.'\1:1e !hJI th1' la11ice is n:bant in the context of grey-value images. The 
'upremum Jilll.l mllmum are respectively detined by (j'. g)(x) = 
nux and!/ g}(.\) mintf\xl.g(x)}. It is oh\·ious that this 

~md distrihutive. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that 
(a) lies embedded in the present one. where the 

is given by X ...... t 1 • ){ C E. Here 1 \ is the charac
corresponding to the set X. 

The rtmamdt:r ,if thi~ section 1s di.:voted to lattice morphisms. Let L be a lat
!11.:e . .\ fr,1rn L into L is called a 1/artice) endomorphism if f preserves 

~urrema. i.e .. 

J\r l 

fly) 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

If. in additit)l1, f is a bijection. then r is called an (}.UlU/llOr-

!n th,H ..:,ise 1 • the inverse mappi.ng, also satistles (2.5 ). Suppose that 

Fm,ill\. 
mti.mle 

If Li~ a lx1unded lattice then ((Q)::::Q and ((I)= I. If. 
1~ a B,1,1kan lattice. then l als\) preserves. complements: 

(2.6) 

1..·l1mplete lattice then the relatk)ns ( 2.5) remain valid for 
and mfima: 

I! 1 \, l (x,) 

f( , /X,) = (.X 1 ) • 

.tl.--L satisfying at kast one of the relations (2.5a). (2.5b) is 
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x~y = j(x)~f (v). (2.7) 

The converse does not hold. 
For future use we state the following lemma. 

LEMMA I. Let L be a lattice with a zero, and let A be the (possih(r empZI') set of 
atoms. If f is an automorphism on L, then f leaves A invariant. 

PROOF. If A is empty then the lemma is trivially satisfied. So assume that 
A=j=.0, and take ~EA. We must show that /(~)EA. Assume that there is a 
y EL such that y<f (~). Then /- 1 (v)<~. hence f- 1(v)=O. But this implies 
that y = 0. Thus j( ~) is an atom. 0 

2.2. Dilation and erosion 
In this section we shall give an abstract definition of dilation and erosion on 
an arbitrary complete lattice. In Section 1.2 we have considered dilation and 
erosion on the complete Boolean lattice ~·P(E), where E was !Rn or zn. We 
recall that two basic properties of dilation were: 

(i) (ThX)EBA = Th(XEBA) 

(ii) ( LJ idX; )EBA = LJ id(X; EflA ), 

where ThX=Xh, i.e., Th is translation along a vector hEE. We note that the 
family of translations 'J= {Th: h EE} forms a commutative group of automor
phisms on the lattice ":.P(E). Erosion is characterized by similar properties, the 
only difference being that in (ii) union has to be replaced by intersection. 
These two properties of dilation and erosion are used as the premises for an 
abstract definition. Assume for the remainder of this section that L is a com
plete lattice. Let ~T be a commutative group of automorphisms on L. For nota
tional convenience we shall write Tx instead of T(x) if TeT. A mapping 
1.f;:L-"L is called a '5-mapping if i/; commutes with every T: 

t/;(Tx)= Ti/;(x), TE'5, x EL 

We say that 1/; is a '5-dilation if 
(i) if; is a '5-mapping 
(ii) tf;(V;EIX;) = V;Eil/;(x;). 
for every index set I. Similarly, a mapping <j>:L-'>L is called a ~I-erosion if in 
(ii) the supremum is replaced by the infimum. 

If L is a Boolean lattice, then the dual of a ~T-dilation is a '!i-erosion and con
versely (the dual r of a mapping f on a complemented lattice is defined by 
f (x)=(j(x.))\ Let if be an arbitrary subset of '5. It is easy to check that 
the mapping 

1/;(x) = V r~ct·Tx (2.8) 

is a '5"-dilation and that 

(2.9) 
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is a ·.I-erosion. Note that these expressions are nothing but straightforward gen
eralizations of the original ddinitions: see Section 1.2. For the rest of this sec
tion we will restrict nur attention to '."I-dilations. It should he dear by now 
that dilation and erosion are just complementary notions. We address our
sehe~ to the folltw;ing question: is every ·.·I-dilation of the form (2.8)? It turns 
out that we can give an atlirmative answer to this question under two extra 
assumptions. 

AsstrMPTION. /. is atomic. 

AsstrMPIION. For every couple bJE.\ there is a TE'.'! such that T~=ri. 

If the latter assumption is satisfied. we call the automorphism group total. 
Now kt f:L--L he a ·'i-dilation. Define t!'CI by 

Tot'= T~s;;f(~). 

where ~ is an arhitrary atom of L. By using that if; is a '.'I-mapping and that '."i 
is total. one easily obtains that d is independent of the choice of ~- Further-
1rn1re. l)ne gets immediately that 

Vr,,·T~s;;if(~). ~E.\. 

We can even show equality. Suppose, namely, that we have strict inequality. 
Then. since L is atomic. there exists an atom rt such that Y/:s;;f(~) but not 
lJs;; V r "Tf From the fact that '.'I is total we know that Y/ == T'~ for some 
T' E ·:i. Hence T'~s;;f(~). yielding that T' E l-t'. But this implies that ri ~ V r. ,Jt 
a contradiction. Thus we have proved that 

V r. ,J~ =if;(~). ~EA. 

But now we are almost done. Consider namely an arbitrary element x of L. 
Then x = v~""I~· Thus 

if(x) = f( v ~.,Al = v g""rf(~l == v g.;;;x v r. "'n 
= Vr ,1Vg""xT~ = Vr. ,fT(V~.;;;x~l = Vr, c1·Tx. 

This proves the main result of this section. 

THEOREM I. Let L he a complete, atomic lattice and let '.'\be a total commutative 
group 4 a1110111orphisms on L. Then eve':V ':\-dilation if is of the form 

f(x) = Vr. "Tx. 

We can state a similar result for erosions on dually atomic lattices. Notice 
t~at Li' is the analogue of the structuring element of Section 1.2. It is time to 
give some examples. 
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EXAMPLES 

(a) Consider the complete atomic (and dually atomic) Boolean lattice ··~(£). 
where E is !Rn or "ll.. 11 • Let '.'I be the group of all translations Th. h E £. 
Then every '.'I-dilation is of the form 

'l'(X) = V r. ,1·TX. 

or equivalently. 

'l'(X) = uh. AT -hx = uh. Ax -1z = xEBA. 

where ACE is given by: hEA if and only if T _hEli'. So in this case the 
class of all :'I-dilations (and of course of '.'I-erosions) coincides with the ori
ginal class. 
In exactly the same way we obtain a complete characterization of '.'i
dilations on the complete, atomic lattice :·~IR" ). where '.'I is again the trans
lation group. In this case every ~'I-dilation '¥" is of the form 

'l'(X) = LJh.AX-h. 

By duality, we also get a complete characterization of '.'I-erosions on the 
complete, dually atomic lattice ~)(IR" ). 

(b) An advantage of our approach is that we are free to choose any automor
phism group we want to: it is only required that this group is commuta
tive and total. An interesting example is provided by the rotation
multiplication group. Consider the complete, atomic Boolean lattice 
<J(C \ { 0} ). Let "' be the complex multiplication on C. Let T= be the 
automorphism given by 

T=X = {x·z: xEX}. 

If z = rei8 in polar coordinates, then T: can be interpreted as a combina
tion of a rotation by an angle () and a multiplication with factor r. Then 
~T={T:: zc::C \ {O}} forms a commutative automorphism group which is 
total. Needless to say that the performance of dilation and erosion in this 
example is completely different from the classical situation. In the discrete 
case a polar grid is required: see Figure 6 below. 
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v"': menlitm lhc f,,11,w, variant pf example (h). 
l anJ the ll)tJI nimmut:Hive auh1mor

: C' JdineJ hy 

.\ i \ : \ c \ \. 

anJ Mat heron's theorem 
we karned thal en:ry increasing translation invari

ant 1r.11bf,1rm.i111,n ,m "''lf). where E i:- !R" \lr l. 11 • can he wri1ten a~ an inter

~t:d1Pn Ill d1lJtHllb. ,)r_ ahemat1vd:. as a unilin of erosions. In the present 
~ccuun \H' v. ~lww that thb re'.'>ull can he established within our framework. 
But hefore and proving thi, generalization, we present an alternative 

result' obtained in the previous secti\)11. Actually. this refor-
muLttwn 1~ h~ the examples above. In these examples the autom,)r-

grnup · ·. i' i'umorphii.: with a group structure on ,\. the set of all atoms. 
1~ n,1 nirnrnJence hut jusl an alternative formulation of our second 

a:-sumpu,m .. Tt"l 'et' this. assume that L is a complete atomic lattice. and that ·.·\ 
i~ .1 hit;>l cnmmut.ilive autnmorphism group on L. First we note that, if for 
.;,1me · ;md some ~1:=.\ \\e have T0~=t then this holds for every 1JE.\. 

\~hll"h ;m111unb hl saymg that T11 is the identity mapping. Suppose namely 
that 11c:.\. Then there 1s a Tt::'.I so that 'IJ=Tf Hence 

== T~ =:I). 

'.\,w, rh ;rn arhmary we:\. \Ve call w the origin. For every ~EA there exists 
a t=·~ ~ud1 that T~u:-~. Thus we can define an operation + on .\ as fol-
low:.: 

~+11 = T\Tr,w, ~.i)t:.\. 

Thi:-. ddiniii.in m;.ikes sense because it is independent of the particular i.:hoice 
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of T~. It is easy to see that (A,+) is a commutative group with identity w. 
Conversely, every commutative group operation + on A 'generates' a total 
commutative automorphism group on L. Let -~denote the inverse of~ with 
respect to the group operation +. 

It should be clear by now how one can rewrite (2.8) and (2.9) in terms of 
the group operation +. Let 1/J be given by (2.8) and define a EL by: 
a=VT,ct'T- 1w. Then 

1/J(x) = xEBa := Va.;;,aX-a = V{~: ag!\x=foO}, xEL. 

Here x a= {~+a: fo;;;;;x}. Similarly the ~\:.erosion of (2.9) can be written as: 

cj>(x) = xea := /\a.;;,aX-a = V{~: ag~x}, xEL. 

Before we give the abstract version of Matheron's theorem, we recall that a 
mapping f :L-4L is increasing if x o;;;;;y implies that f (x ),,,.;;/ (y ). 

THEOREM 2. Let L be a complete, atomic lattice, and let f: L--"L be an increas
ing ~T-mapping, then 

f (x) = Vaci (x8a), 

where 'Y= {a EL: w:s;;;f(a)} is the kernel off 

PROOF. We show that ~:s;;;j(x) if and only if ~:::;;:;Va~.-1 (x8a). 
(i) Let ~o;;;;;f (x). Then wo;;;;;T -J"(x)= f (T -f.X). Hence y: = T -f.X E'Y by 

definition. Thus 
: . 

Va,'i(x8a) ;;;;o x8y = Yf.8y = /\ 11 ..:y(.Yf.)- 11 

= /\11..:y(.Y-11)f. = Tf.( /\11.;;,}y -11) ;;;;o Tgw = ~-

(ii) Conversely, assume that ~,;;;;; VaE·y(x8a). So there is an element a E'Y 
such that 

' 
~ :::;;:; x8a = /\11..;aX -11· 

Therefore ~:::;;:;x _ 11 for every 11 satisfying 11::;;;;a. But this implies that 
11,:::;:;;x -f.· for every 11:,;;;;;a. Thus 

a = v lj..:a 1j :::;;:; x -f.· 

and by the increasingness of the mapping f. j(a)..;;j(x -f.). Since aE'\ 
we find that w::;;;;j (a):s;;;j (x -f.), hence ~= Tf.w::;;;;Tif (x -f.)=j (x), which 
proves the result. 0 

Similarly one can show that on a complete, dually atomic lattice every increas
ing transformation can be written as the infimum of ~I-dilations. On a com
plete, atomic Boolean lattice both characterizations hold. 
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,!h:,!r;il't !he resulh ohtaincd sn 

!111\\l'\t'L J> v.c will mJic.He hdllw. a k11 
;1 brief ,umn1an of nur rcsulh. 

L · th~n t'\t:r; ·~-Jilatinn ~- j, 

:; . L iunhcrmPn:. e\ef\ 1m:rc:1~mg ·--mapping is a supremum of·~
Surnbrh. ii 1. 1' ,1 1.·1 i1i1pletc. dually atomic lattice. e.g. L = ,;( IR"), 

-i:ri ,,h;n t.ike' !hl' !\1rm 

''·'me , I. ,md t:\t'r\ · -mappmg 1s an inlimum 11f ''-dilations. 
lhe'l' Tl''llih h\.'C«me nwre if r h a c1in1pk1e B1)okan lattice. In 

c.1>i:. the that !. 1' a111m11.· is eyuivaknt to the assumption that 
Ju,1ih ;1!\H1111: .• mJ -,hbt1<11b and ~-ernsi1ms are dual mappings. \Ve 

n:~,d! th.H ;i <lhl!Hll' Boolean lattice L is is1m1l1rphic with the llelJ 
,t:t 11! ;!II .nmns. and that even tmal. commutative auto

gruup on l. induL'Cs a 1m1up structure Zrn .\. Thus. algehraicall: 
:here 1s nu dis1111ct11rn hctvveen this ease and the original case 

de>cnheJ m Part l where l. c: 1: see alsti Section 2.2. Example (a). 
Let !. ht: :i C1lmpk1e la11ice and kl ·I be a total. commutative automorphism 

L Wi: Jdine Jf' (i.) as the set of all inercasing ·.I-mappings on L. 
· --J1!..H101b and <-erosions. this set also contains compositions 1Jf these 

ran:-f11rma!1<m> :-uch as ·~-dosmgs and ·I-opening~. On the sd M' ( L) we can 
JL"!lne the tirJcr "'.,; h': 

! ~ g <!-:> \:/I /. : \ ) ~ g ( \ ). 

lfo.:n \! · I.) htnimes a complete lattice with supremum and intlmum rcspec-
!i\ .:h h\ 

IJ g }( \ ) (( X) v g (.\ ), \ E L 

(! g){\) /(x) g(xL xrcL 

Thest: 11h,en a1111rh _ that every ·I-mapping which is ohtained from ·.i-
dilat1nn-. anJ · ~-er11s1rnb hy means of suprema, intlma. and compositions is 

rhi ;.ul·h thing as the hit-11r-miss transformation can he obtained in 
th1, w~l\ H. h11wever. L is a Bnolean la Hice then the mapping x ->f (x ·) is a 
Jccn:asmg --mapping 1f JI~ (l ). Replacing the complement hy the 
p~eud11-1.w11pkment. we can do the same triek if L is a Brouwerian lattice. 

In Sed11l!1 l J \\ e ha\ e argued, following Serra, that a theory of transforma
lit)ns is nut \ery meaningful if one cannot give shape to the notion of (semi-) 
t\intmuity. "'hidi requires a topolog: t)n the lattice L In the second part of 
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this paper we have 1,:onsistentl) omitted to speak ahout topological as(X'l:b. 
Here we shall somewhat retrieve this omission h) mentioning m a few lines an 
important result that can be found in the literature. We will certainly wme 
hack to this point in the future. It needs no explanation that a wpolog) on L 
has to he related to the ordering relation. and that the automorphism grnup ·~ 
should have the right continuity properties with respel.·t to thi~ tlipology. 

The lattice ·~R 11 ) of all closed subsets of R11 with the oppn~ite tlrdenng 
( X o;;;;; r if Y C X) is a so-called contmuou\ lalllce. On a continuous lattice one 
can define the so-called Lawson topolot-,'l'. On the lattice ··~R") this topolog) 
coincides with the hit-or-miss topolog) (see [5) for more details). This l1h~erva
tion which we consider to be an extra justification of our approach. ma) sene 
as an underlining of the assertion that thinking about mathematical generaliza
tions is not only a pleasant pass-time (it is. of course). but may abo give a 
deeper understanding of the original theory. 
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